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Introduction. The nonuniform motion of a subsonic dislocation has been analyzed
previously [1, 2], Here we treat the transient motion of a screw supersonic dislocation
with particular attention to the wave-front analysis and the detailed treatment of the
singularities involved. Although dislocations may not actually move at supersonic speeds,
the solution for a dislocation may be used in other problems involving cracks, slip or
separation, as in [3, 4, etc.]. The analysis presented here may also bear on the treatment
of problems involving moving singularities in general [5, 6],

Consider a screw dislocation parallel to the y-axis with the discontinuity in the
displacement component uy across z = 0 being denoted by Au. The dislocation is at rest
in an infinite space until time t = 0 when it begins to move according to x = l(t)(or
t = rj(x), equivalently). It may be easily seen that the problem is equivalent to the one in
the halfspace occupying the region z > 0 (Fig. 1) with the nonzero displacement compon-
ent satisfying the equation

d\ 8\ _ d\
dx2 dz2 dt2

and the boundary conditions at z = 0

uy(x, 0, t) = jAuH(x), t < 0,

uy(x, 0, t) = ^AuH(x — l(t)), t > 0,

where b denotes the shear-wave slowness and H the Heaviside step function.
The solution to the above problem is equivalent to the superposition of the following

two problems satisfying the equation of motion and the boundary condition:

Problem I: uy(x, 0, ) = \AuH(x) for all t;
Problem II: uy(x, 0, t) = j[AuH(x — l(t)) — AuH(x)] for t > 0,

the solution to the static problem I being known [2], The subscript y in uy will be deleted
subsequently for the sake of simplicity. Also the functions /(() or rj(x) are assumed to be
monotonically increasing or decreasing, respectively.

The solution to problem II has been obtained in [2] by means of Laplace transforms
and inversion by the Cagniard-de Hoop technique. Solving for the strain of interest
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du/dz, it was derived in [1] (Eq. (32)) that

du _ Au f- (t - rjmx - t)2H(t - t,(Z) - rb)
8z[ ' ' 2nl r*\lt - n(£))2 - rW2 Cdzy~' 271J0 r*[(t — f/(£))2 — r2b2]112

Au _2d r°° (t - t](£))2H(t - ti(Z) - rb)
2it dtJ0 r4[(t - ri(Z))2 - r2b2]112 C 1 '

where r2 = (x — £)2 + z2.
Since no assumption about the velocity of the dislocation was made in the derivation

of the above equation, this expression holds both for subsonic and supersonic motion.
However, the nature of the solution is very different in the two cases because of the
different behavior of the argument/(£) = t — t](^) — rb of the step function which defines
the limits of integration and the different limiting behavior of the integrals. This behavior
is analyzed in what follows, after the treatment of the constant-velocity case; this is
presented first in order to illustrate the basic differences between the subsonic and
supersonic motion.

1. Dislocation starting from rest and moving with constant velocity. By direct formu-
lation of the problem as a constant-velocity one, the solution may be obtained by a
procedure similar to that in [2], with the delta function due to the fact that in the
supersonic case a pole is included in the inversion contour:

dii

Am
2n

— x
x2 + z2

— X

1 x2 + z2
+

t2x2 z2
b2--?r + -4(t2-r5b2)

ro »o
/ (x \2 z2(t2 — ~2u2

-a +"^8
- rib2

for t < rb

for t >rb

(2)

+-;ry/b2 — a2 <5(t — ax + b2 — a2 z) ( — for z > 0; -t-for z < 0)

where r2 — x2 + z2. The argument of the delta function corresponds to the shock-wave
front which consists of the envelope of the wavelets that were excited by the dislocation
on its way (Fig. 1). It is worth noting that behind the wave-front the stress field at a point
receives contributions from two source points and that an interference mechanism results
in the vanishing of the disturbances for the case of the constant-velocity motion. This
does not occur, however, if the dislocation is moving with variable velocity, as in the case
discussed next.

2. Wave-front analysis for a nonuniformly moving dislocation. In order to study the
wave-front behavior of the solution (1), we have to look closer at the behavior of the
integral, and first at the form of the function /(£) = t - rj(£) - rb which defines
the intervals of the integration. For the constant-velocity case,/(£) is plotted in Fig. 2(a)
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V b2-a2 V b2- a2

Fig. 1.

and 2(b) for supersonic and subsonic motion, respectively. For subsonic motion
the lower limit of integration is always zero, while for supersonic motion the interval of
the integration may not contain the origin and/(c) exhibits a maximum in the range of
integration. For a particular combination of t, x, z, the range of integration vanishes and
it may be easily seen that this particular combination corresponds to the wave-front
t = ax + (b2 — a2Yl2z.

While for a constant-velocity motion the curve/(c) = t - xc - rb has one maximum,
for a general motion rj(^) the function/(£) may exhibit more than one maximum. If tj'(c)
increases monotonically then/(c) will have only one maximum and the behavior of/(c)
is similar to the constant-velocity motion, although the wave-fronts are no longer
straight lines (Fig. 3a). If is a decreasing function in some intervals, then /(c) will
also have a minimum for some t, x, z (Fig. 3b) while for suitable (f, x, z), /(£) can also
have more than one maximum (Fig. 3c). The appearance of cusps in the wave-fronts has
been discussed by Freund [5] in the analysis of wave-front behavior by a different
approach.

Let us consider the instance in which the range of integration tends to zero, i.e., £0,
-» £„ (Fig. 4). If/(c) has a maximum in [c0, cj, this will always happen for and ^

that satisfy:

/(£*) = K - rj(£ J - V(x - <J„)2 + z2b = 0, (3)

~ (t* - n(U - V(x - Z*Y + *2b) = o. (4)

The wave-front equation can be derived by elimination of between (3) and (4). (The
curve /(£*) obviously should correspond to the wave-front since it separates regions of
zero and nonzero range of integration.) Eq. (3) and (4) can also be obtained if the
wave-front is seen as the envelope of the wavelets with equation

(x - l{t))2 + z2 = p (t - t)2.
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(a) Supersonic b > a

  f(£)=t-a£-|£-xlb

 f(£) = t-a£-by(x-<

(b) Subsonic a > b t = <" + /b^a2z

f (£) 3 t-af- |£-x| b

—f(^) = t-ae-/(e-x)2+z2 b

Fig. 2.

Eaeh of the two integrals appearing in the general equation for the stress can be
studied asymptotically as we approach the wave-front in a systematic way. Since we are
near the wave-front we can expand in t - . On the other hand, since in the limit the
range of the integral becomes small, we can expand the intergrand in <j; — ̂ . The result is

(t - n(Z))2 - rb> = - b2)(t - U2

+ 2(t, - r,(^))2(t - tj + (t- tj2 - 2(t - ~ €•)

+ higher-order terms in (g — t — t
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" f(C) = t-7?(C)-rb

Fig. 3.

The roots of this expression give £0, £ t in the asymptotic limit, so we write it as

Thus to leading order the term in (1) that gives rise to the <5-function, i.e. the second term,
can be written

At(t,-r,(U)mt-t,)dt
2n dtl. Ur - y^2 + 72V[h2 - ri(F. V2!1'2. H? - - FY K '^ [(£, - xf + z2f[b2 ~ 1'(U2 ]1;V(« - «o)(«i - 0'

:ates that tl
- f*)> (5) o

AS(t - t J

_   I2 _____
27Cz [(£• - *)2 + z2W ~ f'(<UT2 >/^-^oX5i-0'

where the step function — t+) indicates that the integral vanishes for t < (outside
the wave-front). To leading order in (t - tt), (5) obviously gives

where

A = lim Au:2 (u-id*))2 r* dA
, , , 2n \(r - x)2 + z2V\b2 - ti'(r)2}1'2 I
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f(£) = t-i7(€)-rb

Fig. 4.

The integral has the value n and we find that

A = Am . z2 ('* ~ lit*))2
2 [(^-X)2 + z2]2.[62_^J2],/2-

We study now the behavior of the solution near a minimum of/(£) tangent to the £-axis,
i.e. as glt £2 —* in Fig. 3(b). To study qualitatively the behavior of the solution near
such a minimum we look at the behavior of the integral

r* H«f- {') + «(<»;,J. 7FWT7* (6)
This is not an approximation to our integrands but it simulates the behavior of the
integrands near the roots of the argument of the step function. For e < 0, (6) gives:

rb

I [(^-n2 + e]1/2 + Uv-E[(^-^)2 + e]1/2
a b-Z* .l£*-a l(Z*-a)2 "

- cosh — + cosh —  = In —— + / 1
V -£ V _e \y/ -E \l ~E

since the interval (£* - — s, — e) obviously does not belong to the range of
integration in this case. On the other hand, for e > 0 we have

f « 
[({-«*)' H' 12 ' £

<8>
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and it may be noticed that both (7) and (8) are equal to

(b-^) + y/(b-j*y+S
- a + y/(f* - a)2 + £

for e < 0 and >0 respectively, so that the second integral in (1) is a continuous function
as we approach the wave-front and therefore the time derivative cannot contain singular-
ities of the delta-function type.

3. Solution away from the wave-front. The solution to the general motion of a
supersonic dislocation is given by Eq. (1). However, in the second integral differentiation
with respect to t inside the integral is not permissible, since then the integral will obviously
diverge. With proper manipulations and integration by parts—which we show below—it
can be brought to a suitable form for differentiating inside.

Consider the range of integration [£x, q2\ between two consecutive real roots and
£2 of t — rj(£) — ((x — £)2 + z2Y,2b = 0. Then we may write:

8 r42 (t - ri(l;))2d£r V 
dt!tl r\{t-^)f-r2b2f12

d V(£ ~ £1)^2 ~ £) ^
^4, ^ ^ V(£ " 2
5 If"V-W>r VIC-^2 -CM rfnt,
dt h. r4 lit - - r2h2 \r* yj(t - fl(O)2 ~ r2b2 \ P

8_\ b2 I ({ - zm2 - £) <-«*
dt r2 V (t - r,(0)2 - r2b2 «=«i

18 r"co— -« ,,+sJ!,C0S -rs^^Vc-i«))2-^2){ ( )
where (£ — ̂ i)(^2 — c) = /^2 — tc — a)2- We may remark, in the last integral of (9), that

I (£ - ^)(g2 - 0
(1t-n(0)2-r2b2

is regular and

5 _j £ — a -1— COS   = —,  st p 7(! - - 0 2 dt p '
so that the singularity is now integrable and differention with respect to t may be
performed inside the integral. It is also useful to observe that

f='/K)+^4
The stress on the slip plane z = 0 is frequently of interest. An alternate way of taking the
limit as z-» 0 in (1) would be to use the solution for z = 0 obtained in [2] (Eq. (25))
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where the constant-velocity solution added and subtracted is now for supersonic motion
as in (2). We have for the strain of interest

^tx n t\ _r ~A" I"'°° ^ ~ ~ 0^1 ~
5z 2tt J0 7(t - i/($))2 - (x - £)2fc2 (x - £)2

_ Au r00 ((t - i/(x)) - >/'(x)(£ - x))ff (t - q(x) - >?'(x)(£ - x) - | g - x | b)
2n'o y/{t - f/(x) - f?'(x)(£ - x)f - (x - (x - £)2_

+a» i IW+nWZMfT^m_„w + „.W)
2n t — rj(x)

+yv/('2 - f'(*)2 - ^(x))

This concludes our analysis of the main features of the general supersonic motion of a
screw dislocation. The methodology used here may prove useful for the treatment of the
edge dislocation and other moving singularities.
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